place along fold of fabric & pin

homemadeonourhomestead.com

1" x 1" test
square

Make sure you have your printer
set to print at 100% and not to
scale.

Bucket Bag Sewing Pattern:
Cut (1) from exterior fabric
Cut (1) from interior fabric

You may use this pattern for
personal use. The items made
from this pattern may be sold. The
pattern itself may NOT be sold
unless you have permission from
homemadeonourhomestead.com.

Cut (1) from fusible fleece
OR
fusible foam
OR
stabilzer of your choice
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Cutting Instructions for Bucket Bag:
(from pattern piece provided)
Cut (1) bucket bag bottom from EXTERIOR fabric
Cut (1) bucket bag bottom from INTERIOR fabric
Cut (1) piece of fusible foam or fusible fleece.
then
Cut (2) rectangles of EXTERIOR fabric 14.5" wide x 12" tall
Cut (2) rectangles of INTERIOR fabric 14.5" wide x 12" tall
Cut (2) pieces of fusible foam (prefered) or fusible fleece 14.5"
wide x 12" tall
Cut (2) pieces of webbing material 1.5" wide by 18" long
*this is for your handles so you can really make these any
length you want*
OPTIONS FOR FINISHING:
If you want to just bind the top and leave the bucket bag
open, you'll also need to cut a strip of fabric 3" wide x 30"
long.
This will be the binding along the top edge of your bag. You
can cut this from the exterior fabric if you want it to match
the exterior, you can use the interior fabric if you want it to
contrast from the exterior OR you can use a completely
different fabric. It's yup to you and the look you want to
achieve.
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If you'd prefer to add a drawstring closure top for this
bucket bag, you'll also need:
Cut (2) pieces from the fabric of your choice 9" tall x 14.5"
wide.

SUPPLIES LIST:
*Exterior fabric (100% quilting cotton)
*Interior fabric (100% quilting cotton)
*Binding
*fusible foam OR fusible fleece.
NOTE: *fusible foam will provide more
stability and therefore your bag will be
able to stand up on its own when
empty. Both Fusible foam and fusible
fleece are washable.
Webbing for handles.
NOTE: (Material and length are up to
you. Measurements provided are based
on what I used).
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